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Upcoming Events:

June 14-16, 2013 (Fri-Sun): 16th Annual Missouri
Mines Rock Swap. Fri: 9-6, Sa: 9-6, Su: 9-4. Historic
site on south side of Hwy. 32, 1½ miles west of US
Hwy. 67 (in or near Park Hills, MO). Swap/Sell/Buy.
Visit historic site mining/mineral museum free.
Auctions of minerals and rock jewelry to benefit
museum. Call Missouri Mines State Historic Site:
573 431-6226 or MAGMS Rock Swap Chair Boneta
Hensley at 583 760-0488.
DATE & LOCATION CHANGE – August 9-11, 2013
(Fri-Sun): 48th Annual Gem-Mineral-Fossil Show &
Swap. Fri; 10-6:30, Sat: 9-6:30, Sun: 10-4. FREE
ADMISSION. Lawrence Co. Fairgrounds, just south
of Bedford, IN. 11265 W. US50, Bedford, IN.
Directions: 1.2 mi. south of IN37 & US50, go west
0.7 mi. on US50. Contact: Dave Treffinger at 812
295-3463.
August 25-26, 2013 (Sa-Su): Peoria Academy of
Science Annual Gem & Mineral Show. Grand Hotel,
4400 N. Brandywine Dr., Peoria, IL. Sa: 9-5, Su: 106. Free admission and parking.
Sept. 21-22, 2013 (Sa-Su): ROCK and
ROCK_RELATED AUCTION. Cedar Rapids, IA.
Contact Marv Houg (319) 364-2868 or Tom
Whitlatch (319) 362-0684 or
www.cedarvalleyrockclub.org.

LAPIIDARY SWAP SHOP
There‘s a new Facebook group called "lapidary
swap shop", designed for people that have lapidary
equipment, rocks, findings, fossils, gems, rough
material, minerals, crystals or anything used in the
lapidary trade that they don‘t need and are willing to
trade. Go to Face-book and type in ―lapidary swap
shop. (Editor‘s note: I have gone to this page and
found some really nice items. I haven‘t done any
trading as of yet though.)
http://www.facebook.com/groups/lapidaryswapshop
/?ref=ts&fref=ts
Source: Carmel Valley Prospectors Oct./ Nov. 2012 , Via CHIPS
December 2012, The Rockhound Gazette, Jan. 2013, VIA Rocky
Mountain Federation News—February 2013
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Find a good quality, round steel rod a little larger in
diameter than your bezel cup or prong setting. Cut
a 5 inch length. File both ends flat. Locate the
center of one end, center punch a divot, and drill a
small pilot hole about 5 mm deep. Remember to
use a little oil as lubricant when cutting steel.
Select a ball bur a bit smaller than the steel rod but
slightly larger than the bezel. Enlarge the pilot hole
to a full hemispherical cavity. Test for proper fit with
your bezel. Bezel should first contact the cavity
about a third of the way in. When the size is
correct, polish the cavity using Zam on a length of
chopstick in your flex shaft. If the tool is not
polished, it will leave scratches on your bezel or
prongs.
When using the tool, the first step is to capture the
stone correctly. I usually work by hand and push
the punch straight down over the bezel or prongs.
This causes the metal to start bending over the
stone. Now inspect with a lens to be sure the stone
is staying level. This is repeated until the stone is
seated on its bearing and can't move anymore.
Next, you want to force the metal down onto the
stone uniformly all the way around. While this can
be done by hand, I often gently tap the punch with
a hammer. Finally, I burnish the bezel by twisting
the punch around.

Bench Tips by Brad Smith
BENCH SHEARS
=============
When cutting sheet
metal, it's quicker and
easier to use a set of
shop shears as
compared with using a
hand saw. The cut is
not as precise, but many times you don't need that.
Shears will easily cut up to 24 gauge sheet, and
some will cut 22 or even 20 gauge.
Current prices for shears run from $13 - $22 in
jewelry catalogs, and the Joyce Chen scissors
recommended on some jewelry blogs run more
than $20. But we found a cheaper alternative at the
99 Cent Store - some gardening utility scissors that
were only $1.07. I buy a half dozen of them at a
time for use in my jewelry classes. They're great for
cutting bezels, trimming around a bezel cup, and
cutting a piece off a larger sheet.
CHEAPER & BETTER
PICKLE
=======================
Most jewelers use a granular
pickle mixed with water. The
active ingredient is sodium
bisulfate. This can be
purchased from local stores as
a common pool chemical used
for adjusting the acidity of the
water. It's sold under various
names, so be sure to check
the list of active ingredients for
a brand that is 95% or more sodium bisulfate.
An added benefit is that the pool chemical is more
pure in form than what is sold for jewelry use and
does not cause the often found brown grime
floating on the top of a pickle pot.

NEWS ITEM - Trillions in
Diamonds
====================
Russia has just
declassified news that will
shake world gem markets
to their core: the discovery
of a vast new diamond
field containing "trillions of carats," enough to
supply global markets for another 3,000 years.
The Soviets discovered the bonanza back in the
1970s beneath a 35-million-year-old, 62-mile
diameter asteroid crater in eastern Serbia known as
Popigai Astroblem.
Source: http://www.csmonitor.com/World/GlobalNews/2012/0917/Russia-reveals-shiny-statesecret-It-s-awash-in-diamonds
===== ===== ===== ===== =====

BEZEL CLOSER
============
A bezel closer is a steel punch that makes quick
work out of pushing the metal down
over a round stone and burnishing it.
The working end is a concave cavity
that fits over your bezel or prong
setting and is pushed and twisted to
capture the stone. Sets can be
purchased but are expensive and
contain many sizes you will probably
never use. If all you need is one or two
sizes, here's how you can make them yourself.

More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/BenchTips/
or see
"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon

------------- >oo\<
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☯ >/oo< -------------

Second in a series

There are two steps from here: one, always smooth
the girdle (that way you don’t forget the girdle); and
two, keep on smoothing as you work from wheel to
wheel. By the time I start on the 600 grit wheel, I can
feel no ridges or flat spots.
As we work on succeeding wheels, keep looking for
odd angles and scratches and touch those up. If we are
successful in removing all scratches, flat spots or ridges,
the results will be a nicely domed and polished cab.
With stones that are softer than agates and jaspers,
such as turquoise, I like to do my final polishing on a
buffing wheel with a polishing product called ZAM.
Have fun and keep on cabbing.

Dave’s Primer for Cabbing: Let’s
Make a Cabochon
By Dave Leininger

With this article, we get into a little more depth on
making a cabochon, or cab.
One of the
hardest things for me
to learn was how to
pick a good slab.
Looking at slabs that
dealers display in a
tub of water tells us
what the colors will
be, but that water
hides the fractures
and pitting. Too often when I got home and looked at my
purchase, my comment was, “Why did I buy this?” If
you like the looks of a slab, dry it off on your sleeve or
pants and take a good look at it. Hold it up to the light to
see if you can see fractures. Be particular and the results
will show!
The first thing you need to decide is what shape you
are going to cut. The first picture shows the shape that I
am going to cut on this Carico Lake turquoise. It will be
a freeform cab because I don’t want to lose much of this
precious stone.

Finished Cab
Ed. Note: Club members can see exactly how this works
by coming to the Workshop and learning how to make a cab in
a hands-on session. Dave Leininger and Mike Davis will be
happy to show anyone how the process is done.

VIA Rock, Pick, and Chisel March 2013

------------- >oo\<

In Picture Two, we have
trimmed off the excess and
smoothed the edges, then marked
the girdle. Marking the girdle is
very important because this shows
the depth we need to grind down to
for an even dome. The girdle
should be ground about 5 degrees
from the 90 degree edge. This gives
a metalsmith a better edge to set the
cab into a bezel with backing.

☯ >/oo< -------------

ROCK QUIZ
1. What does a rock want to be when it grows up?
2. What do you call a dog who collects rocks?
3. How do you keep a baby rock quiet?
4. What is a rock's favorite kind of music?
5. Where do rocks sleep?
6. What did one rock say to the other rock?
7. What is a rock's favorite transportation?
8. What is a rock's favorite cereal?
9. Where does a rock like to eat best?
10. What is a rock's favorite television show?

Next, in
drawing Picture
#3, we grind up
at about 20
degrees from the
girdle, keeping
the girdle even
all the way
around the cab. Then grind at about 45 degrees all the
way around, but not all the way to the girdle. Finally,
grind to where we will dome. Clean off the cab, inspect
it for correctness, and onto the next wheel we go.

Websites: Fossils-facts-and-finds.com; Kids.gov;
Kidsgeo.com;
Submitted by Karen Mitchell , Rockhound Gazette,
Jan 2013, VIA Rocky Mountain Federation News—
February 2013
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but once accomplished, zinc mining became a
major interest in the area. Just past the Fill
Quarry and the beginning of the Passiac Pit is
the oxidized zone where the mineralized Franklin
Marble was altered down to 600 feet. The
willemite ore was oxidized to zincite and in the
process, concentrated. Zincite is a dramatic
blood red color and is quite dense. So any
sample you pick up will be quite heavy.

Super Dig
By Keith A. Peregrine
Reprinted from IllGemsBullitin if CIGMC

The opportunity to attend the night time dig at
Sterling Hill Mine during the spring Franklin
Mineral Show was too good to pass up this year.
So, taking the thirteen plus hour trip with a 45
minute delay due to accidents west of and on the
northwest loop around Columbus, OH, I arrived
just in time before the race, I mean dig, began at
9 o’clock on Saturday morning. While there was
a large hustle and bustle to reach the dig areas,
the rush was not necessary because the area is
quite large and the fact that the Passaic Pit had
been turned over.

The main collecting area is the Passaic Pit. An
early ore pit, the mining soon went underground
due to the steeply dipping ore body. While the
Passaic Pit has been picked over a lot since the
Museum came into existence, there is still an
abundance of fluorescent minerals to be found.
The final collecting area of Sterling Hill is the
Noble Pit. Last September I collected galena and
fluorapatite in this small area. Of interest is a
large block of marble almost in the middle of the
photograph, (photo on page 8) above where the
red jacket in the center background is located. A
large zone of wollastonite can be found here and
while not highly concentrated, it still permits you
to collect this yellow shortwave UV mineral. The
only problem is that the boulder is exceptionally
hard. You need a heavy sledgehammer to whack
off a small piece, a lot of patience, and a lot of
sweat equity.

The museum set up a black tent, literally and
figuratively speaking, containing a large short
wave UV lamp. This saved you from trudging the
long walk back to the Mine Run Dump shed
which contains a similar shortwave UV lamp. The
only problem was having people opening and
closing the flap almost continuously so that it
made viewing difficult. Patience is all that was
needed.
Passing the black tent you reached the Fill
Quarry, location of the famous “Wall” at Sterling
Hill. The area was roped off so that no one could
wander inside. There is no collecting here
despite the presence of some of the most desired
fluorescent minerals at Sterling Hill. This is a
legacy area and so is to be preserved.
Eventually, a building is to be constructed to
enclose the Wall so that people can enjoy the
shortwave UV display during daytime hours.

‘The Wall’ - nighttime shot
Red denotes calcite, green - willemite, and blue hardystonite. The geology can easily be seen by
following the bedding planes in this shortwave UV
image.

The Fill Quarry, ‘The Wall’ (above ) - daytime shot

The next feature in the quarry is very distinctive
and provided the initial interest in the Franklin
area to mining. This is a large reddish outcrop of
zincite. It took some time to identify this mineral,

In 2011, the cement plug sealing off the Trotter
Tunnel for the past 50 plus years was opened.
Tours are now given which provide one of the
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collect. Sterling Hill simply charges $1.50 a
pound. To participate for the Super Dig activities,
the price was $21.00 to dig at night, take a tour of
the upper mining operations, and attend the
Trotter Tunnel excursion. A bargain, believe me.

best opportunities in understanding the early
mining history of the Sterling Hill area. Initially
opened to access the zincite zone, the tunnel
never did reach it because the zincite zone
curved away from the tunnel. This underscores
the importance of understanding the local
geology.
What makes the Franklin area so unique,
interesting, and popular are the large number of
fluorescent minerals present here. There are 357
mineral species which have been identified in the
Franklin area, 28 of which are totally unique to
the area. Eighty-nine minerals fluoresce of which
some may produce different colors.

Oxidized Zincite Zone (note white marble on right
hand side)

The next day I visited the Franklin Mineral Show.
The best dealers show up on Saturday with many
leaving at the end of the day. Still, there were a
number of really great specimens being sold
even on Sunday. Expensive, yet many contain
collections from local miners or their families. It is
a fabulous way of obtaining rare and nearly
impossible to get minerals. There were exhibits

Overall, I had a grand time rock hunting. Having
a portable shortwave UV lamp is nice, but not
necessary. If you do use one, take a black
blanket. I used a dark green tarp which was not
opaque and so was useless. I saw someone use
a black felt blanket which appeared to work just
fine. The advantage of using a portable
shortwave UV lamp is to save you from walking
back to the shortwave UV lamps in a tent or the
shed.
Although a long journey to reach, the Franklin
area is a wonderful place to collect. Can’t wait to
go back soon.

Passaic Pit, - the cleared areas last fall were strewn
with boulders

in the school where the show was being held, but
I could not find several of the more interesting
ones, including someone just over the state line
in New York who has been surface mining on his
own property.
The Franklin Museum did not open until late
Sunday morning. Having walked through the
exhibits last fall, I wanted to spend time at the
Buckwheat dump which had been turned over
recently. While smaller than the Passaic Pit at
Sterling Hill, there is still an abundance of
minerals to be found here. A shed sitting beside
the museum contains several shortwave UV
lamps which is a great aid in selecting which
rocks you want to keep.
Franklin changed their pricing to a $20.00
entrance fee and $1.50/pound for rocks you

Normal spectrum light (above), below shortwave UV and phosphorescence
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Curious difference
between regular and
SW UV lighting
Red denotes calcite,
green - willemite,
and blue hardystonite. Pieces
known as tricolor, or
with more colors, are more valuable.
The above sample on the left reflects the adage,
you cannot judge a book by its cover. Or in this
case, a rock. Who would suspect such a dull
looking rock to be so brilliant under shortwave UV
lighting? Note the darker red colored calcite. Since
visiting Sterling Hill, I’ve learned that when you
have calcite with bright and dark reds, it is called
“Crazy Calcite.” Curious name.
A major difference between normal and shortwave
UV lighting. Below - This plain looking piece of
calcite (marble) turns out to contain hydrozincite
(sky blue) and wollastonite (yellow). In this case,
the calcite does not fluoresce.

This sample is one of the more dramatic
differences between regular lighting and shortwave
UV lighting.

Noble Pit - white boulder in the center

Another normal,
shortwave UV, and
phosphorescent
image of the same
sample.
This is an eye opening
willemite which has
great
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phosphorescence, left image. Again under normal
lighting, the specimen is quite boring, but under
shortwave UV light (below), it flashes up bright
neon green.

Via The Loess Bulletin December 2012, Volume

XXVI, No. 12
------------- >oo\<

☯ >/oo< -------------

Experience the
newsletter in color!
For those of you who are not yet receiving your
newsletters by email you might want to
consider it. Thru email all of these pictures
come to you in clear vibrant color. This makes
for a much more stunning visual effect. I can
imagine that this fluorescent article loses
something in black and white. Unfortunately I
do not have the ability to print them for you in
color. And – if you like to have that paper copy
in your hands – which I will admit I do like
myself – you can print it out from you own
computer for the same effect.
Advantages to receiving your newsletter by
email – in addition to the afore mentioned
color – you also receive the newsletter up to 5
days sooner than you do thru the mail (due to
printing and mail time).
If you would like to start receiving your
newsletter thru email please email me at
kalsinean1@aol.com subject line – email me
the newsletter. Please give me your name so I
can switch you over in our records.

Black Tent and Lower Boulder Field

If you are already receiving this newsletter thru
e-mail. Enjoy the beautiful pictures.
Thank you,
Kellie Moore– Your editor and president.

Trotter tunnel tour
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Quartz in Color

atoms give the crystal the identifiable brownish
gray tint. This exchange of elements is often the
result of gamma ray radiation, commonly called
irradiation. This process removes electrons from
the structure and disrupts the charge, allowing the
various atoms to rearrange before the structure
has time to rebalance. The exchange of charge and
atoms also leads to the relatively dull clarity of the
smoky quartz.

By: Mei Poy

A third common quartz is a rose quartz. This is one
of the most common types of quartz. Like in its
name, this type of quartz is known for its rosy hue
that ranges from a very light pink to a deeper pink.
The pink color seen is the resulting effect of
titanium imbedded in the silicon and oxygen make
up. An asterism can also be seen in rose quartz.
This is an extremely rare formation that looks like a
6 point star inside the quartz.

Most people know what quartz is, but do they
know how many different and wonderful crystals
are actually just quartz? Many of the crystals
collected by rock enthusiasts around the world are
classified as quartz. Common rock crystal quartz is
a colorless and transparent mineral that is a
network solid. A network solid is a rare molecular
bond, which connect molecules together with a
very strong type of bond called a covalent bond.
This makes quartz a very hard mineral. Other
examples of network solids are diamonds and
graphite. Quartz is made of silicon and oxygen held
together in a hexagonal pattern. This mineral is the
2nd most common mineral in the world. However,
much of the quartz in the world is not found in the
clear crystals described above. Quartz is often
found in one of its many other forms. These other
forms are the same mineral, but they are of
different colors and clarities, which result from
natural or unnatural changes within the crystal.

A final common quartz type is a citrine. These
crystals have an orange yellow tint to them and can
be any range of clarity. Similar to amethysts, their
hue is a result of iron atoms within their crystal
structure. In fact, amethyst can be heated and
synthetically altered to become citrine crystals.
There are many other types of quartz, like agate,
aventurine, blue quartz, and cat’s eye. These
unique crystals are all a result of a different type of
defect, whether it is mica, copper, or even
reflections of light. Who would have thought that a
few simple changes to one of the most common
minerals in the world could result in so many rare
and unique colors and qualities? No matter how
hard we try, most things cannot be fit into a single
definition. Just remember: life can change you for
the better if you let it, but you should never forget
how you started.

Amethyst is one form of quartz. It is valued for its
purple color, which is the color of royalty. Finer
amethysts are a very deep purple and relatively
clear, while lower quality amethysts are opaque
with minimal purple tint. This pattern can be due to
one of two elements being added. Iron and
manganese lead to the amethysts purple hue.
These two elements may naturally replace the
silicon in the crystal structure.

Sources:
http://plazilla.com/edelestenen-en-hun-werking
http://www.minerals.net/mineral/amethyst.aspx
http://www.webexhibits.org/causesofcolor/12.html
http://www.gemselect.com/gem-info/quartz/quartzinfo.php
Pough, Frederick H. Rocks And Minerals: Peterson Field
Guides. NY: Houghton Mifflin, 1983. 270.

Another similar quartz form is a smoky quartz. Like
in an amethyst, the silicon atoms in the structure
are replaced by different atoms. This time, silicon
atoms are replaced by aluminum atoms. These

VIA: CHICAGO ROCKS AND MINERALS SOCIETY
THE PICK AND DOP STICK April 2013
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2013 Officers and Directors
President
Vice President

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Treasurer
Secretary

Mary Foulk
Diane Preslar

(309) 764-1473
(309) 786-1523

Director (2-year)

Brett Henderson

(309) 626.0107

Director (1-year)

Lori Johnson

(563) 299-5516

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or members
of the club.
Copyright © 2013 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral Club,
Inc. With the exception of items that are specifically
copyrighted by their authors, other clubs may use material
published in Smoke Signals as long as proper credit is given
and the meaning or sense of the material is not changed.

Director (3-year)

Committee Chairpersons
Membership
Publicity
Youth Group
Rock Show Chair
Rock Show CoChair
Scholarship
Bulletin Editor
MWF Liaison

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore
Vacant
Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Board of Directors
Kellie Moore
Vacant

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Visit us at:
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies
http://www.amfed.org/mwf/

The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies in 1959. It is also a member of the American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Meetings are held on
the third Tuesday of every month, September through May at
6:00P.M. in the Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock
Island, IL. Picnics are held at various locations during June,
July, and August. Annual Dues: Individual Membership:
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual: $10.00,
Family: $20.00.

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm
------------- >oo\<
☯ >/oo< ------------Rock Quiz Answers
1. A Rock Star
2. A Rockhound
3. Rock it
4. Rock 'N Roll
5. On Bedrock
6. Nothing it's a rock!!!
7. A Rocket
8. Cocoa Pebbles
9. The Hard ROCK Cafe!
10. "Third Rock from the Sun"

Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication (announcements,
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.) in the Smoke Signals
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the email message or sent as an attachment.

Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder.
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or
unused entries may be published in later issue.

Looking forward to receiving an article from
you!
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA
52806.
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